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Bamiyan, September 2011.1 The NZAID member of the patrol lifted her field-pack on to 
the police pick-up truck. She checked her notes on Dari greetings one more time, nodded to 
her escorts, and took a seat in the back of the vehicle. Waving to the handful of New Zealand 
Defence Force (NZDF) advisors gathered round the front gate of Kiwi Base seemed very 
strange. The fact that none of them would be accompanying her and the other civilian 
members on the patrol was a little unnerving but a reality of the successful transition in this 
part of Afghanistan. After eight years of stability operations in Bamiyan the New Zealand 
Provincial Reconstruction Team (NZPRT) had finally reached its military endstate and handed 
the responsibility for security to the local Afghan National Police (ANP). This first ANP-led 
patrol signalled a major milestone not just in Bamiyan, but as a much needed example for 
the rest of the country. Anxious but excited Ms X prepared for the four hour journey to the 
first overnight stop to Forward Operating Base Romero, she quietly whispered “so this is what 
success looks like”. 

____________________ 

The scenario above is of course fictional. It does, however, provide one visual 

interpretation of what the military endstate2 for the NZPRT might look like, on 

the ground in the near future. Being able to visualise the endstate, knowing 

what it may look like and sharing that mental image with others is an 

essential element of the operational art.3  FM 3-0, the US Army field manual 

on Operations, describes this process as the ‘commander’s visualisation’.4 
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More importantly, in an interagency stability operation5 such as that 

undertaken by the NZPRT, the New Zealand agencies that now lead our 

nation’s efforts in Bamiyan must prepare themselves for that period beyond 

which the New Zealand military objectives have been met.      

 

This short article examines the shift of New Zealand’s ‘national power’ in the 

Bamiyan province, as part of the transition phase6 in the War in Afghanistan. 

It highlights the need to consider and take in to account the evolving security 

responsibility by the ANP. The article recognises that the NZPRT is just one 

component of the New Zealand effort in Afghanistan and in doing so restricts 

its observations to the NZPRT and does not address the wider strategic goals. 

The article is written for the benefit of strategists and tacticians, for military 

and civilian planners at all levels. It will hopefully assist those New Zealand 

agencies charged with our national endeavours in Bamiyan, as they continue 

the important deliberations about our future engagement. 

 

In July 2010 Foreign Minister Murray McCully attended the one-day 

International Kabul Conference to discuss the future of Afghanistan. He stated 

“… in Bamiyan we are more than ready to take the next few steps in the 

transition process.”7 Furthermore, the Minister confirmed that progress in 

Bamiyan could be made significantly faster than the 2014 date set by other 

nations. In the province the local police were already taking the lead with the 

support of the NZPRT, which was now led by a civilian. Progress was being 

made in development and governance.8  

Given that the draw-down of the military instrument of New Zealand’s 

national power is already occurring,9 with the commensurate increase in the 

economic and diplomatic instruments of national power, the interagency 

transition is clearly well underway.10 This internal New Zealand Inc transition 

is therefore at the critical stage of accepting that the ANP will soon lead and 

own the security responsibilities for Bamiyan. What began seven years ago as 

NZDF security patrols, has become joint NZDF-ANP patrols, and must 
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eventually become ANP security patrols. This is success and the achievement 

of arguably the prime military objective. This point was underscored just last 

month by the Commander of the NATO Training Mission in Afghanistan, 

Lieutenant General William Caldwell when he said “In many ways, training 

Afghan forces is transition”.11 It is in this forthcoming security environment 

that members of agencies such as NZAID and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

and Trade (MFAT), will need to mentally prepare themselves and have 

confidence in the protection afforded by the indigenous forces.     

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig 1. The Sources of National Power (c) NZDF. 

 

Without the need for disclosing classified information, the military endstate 

for the NZPRT is unquestionably tied to one of the New Zealand 

Government’s strategic goals for Afghanistan. It is reasonable to expect that 

conditions which enable the full transition of security to the ANP (or other 

indigenous security force) are now the focus of the ever-decreasing NZDF 

contingent, as well as the small New Zealand Police unit.12 According to New 

Zealand Joint Doctrine this would be considered the termination of the 

(military) operation.13 A former Commander of the (15th) NZPRT, Colonel 

Martin Dransfield, recently gave a public presentation at Massey University in 

which he illustrated the NZPRT ‘lines of operations’ (LOO). The LOO consisted 

of security, governance and development operations,14 reflecting the 

International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) approach in Afghanistan.15 For 

a number of NZPRT deployments the NZDF has had the task of implementing 
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all three LOO. With the dwindling number of NZDF personnel in the NZPRT, 

the responsibility for the governance and development LOO now lie with the 

civilian members of the NZPRT – the specialists in these fields.  

 

A critique of the LOO, in relation to timing, could be that the effects have not 

been synchronised. Certainly progress can and has been uneven, and 

therefore achieving objectives has been uneven. However, in establishing the 

desired security conditions the effect has been to achieve an enabling 

process, shaping the environment for the other LOO. Although governance 

and development efforts have been occurring simultaneously, achieving the 

security outcome has in essence become a linear sequential objective, more 

akin to a gantt chart milestone. Surely, the main effort has now shifted focus 

away from New Zealand’s security responsibilities in Bamyian? If so, then 

those charged with deciding the form and shape of the remaining LOO in the 

post-NZDF environment must be assessing what their own (instruments of 

national power) endstates might look like. Perhaps a Multi-Agency Operations 

and Tasks (MAO&T) forum has already been formed to articulate what these 

may be?16  In a stability operation, it is important to understand that the 

endstate is achieved through the integrated, collective activities of all the 

instruments of national power, not by any single instrument applied in 

isolation.17 

 

In the midst of the ISAF surge, the NZPRT has the opportunity to 

demonstrate to the other provinces what success might look like. Certainly, 

the ISAF Commander, General David Petraeus, is looking for progress. In a 

recent interview General Petraeus concluded that “We have areas of progress. 

We've got to link those together, extend them, and then build on it; because 

of course the security progress…is the foundation for everything else - for the 

governance progress, the economic progress, rule of law progress and so 

forth".18   

 

So, sometime in the near future a civilian representative of the NZPRT may 

very well be protected and escorted by the Afghan National Police to check on 
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a local development project. The absence of NZDF soldiers for this task will 

surely be the unmistakeable confirmation that New Zealand’s military 

endstate, in this part of Afghanistan, has been achieved.  

 

End    

 

 

Notes 

                                            
1   This date was chosen for the scenario as the current mandate for New Zealand troops in Afghanistan 
expires in September 2011.  See the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade website, Islamic Republic of 

Afghanistan, and at http://www.mfat.govt.nz/Countries/Middle-East/Afghanistan.php (accessed 25 
August 2010). 
2   According to New Zealand Defence Force Doctrine ‘the endstate is the political and/or military 
situation to be attained at the end of an operation, which indicates that the objectives have been 

achieved’. See New Zealand Defence Force, Joint Operations, NZDDP-3.0, 2010, pg. 114.  
3   New Zealand Defence Force, Foundations of New Zealand Military Doctrine, NZDDP-D, 2008, pg. 3-2. 
4   ‘Commanders need to project their visualisation beyond the realm of physical combat. They must 

anticipate the operational environment’s evolving military and nonmilitary conditions. Operational art 
encompasses visualising the synchronised arrangement and employment of military forces and 

capabilities to achieve the strategic or operational endstate’. See FM 3-0, Operations, 2008, para. 6-22. 
A Commander’s visualisation has also been described as ‘the mental process of developing situational 

understanding, determining a desired endstate, and envisioning the broad sequence of events by which 
the force will achieve that endstate’.  
5   New Zealand Defence Force, Foundations of New Zealand Military Doctrine, NZDDP-D, 2008, pg. 5-7. 
6   This is known as Phase IV, the Transition Phase. See Phase 4: Transition to Afghan ownership and 
leadership in security, NATO media release, October 2009.  A more recent NATO media release (April 
2010) stated that the ‘transition will be driven by conditions on the ground not by the calendar’.  
7   NZ Herald, 21 July 2010, “Bamiyan will be ready for 2014 handover- McCully”, and 
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/war/news/article.cfm?c_id=359&objectid=10660238 (accessed 25 August 
2010). 
8   Ibid. 
9   ‘New Zealand was in the process of reducing its military personnel in Bamiyan and it was [John] 
Key's view that we should see the job through’. See http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/3988764/Soldiers-
death-won-t-prompt-Afghan-pullout (accessed 26 August 2010).  
10  According to New Zealand military doctrine the instruments of national power are Economic, Political, 
Psychosocial and Military. See Foundations of New Zealand Military Doctrine, NZDDP-D, 2008, pg. 2-5.  
The United States uses the acronym ‘DIME’ to describe the elements of national power, being 
Diplomatic, Information, Military and Economic. See http://www.carlisle.army.mil/dime/ (accessed 26 

August 2010). 
11  American Forces Press Service, 23 August 2010, ‘Training’ Equals ‘Transition’ in Afghanistan’. See 

http://www.defense.gov/news/newsarticle.aspx?id=60560 (accessed 26 August 2010).  
12  ‘Operation Highland’ is the name designated by the New Zealand Police for its mission in 

Afghanistan. See http://www.police.govt.nz/service/overseas/afghanistan.html (accessed 26 August 
2010).   
13  New Zealand Defence Force, Joint Operations, NZDDP-3.0, 2010, pg.114.  
14  Colonel Martin Dransfield delivered a presentation about his experience in Afghanistan at Massey 
University on 10 May 2010.  
15  The ISAF approach draws from the US Army publication on counterinsurgency. See Headquarters 
Department of the Army, FM 3-24 and MCWP 3-33.5, Counterinsurgency, 2006, pp. 4-4 and 4-5. 
16  The term Multi-Agency Operations and Tasks (MAO&T) is used to describe more formal, pre-planned 
support to specific government departments and agencies. See Foundations of New Zealand Military 
Doctrine, NZDDP-D, 2008, pg. 8-8. 
17  Headquarters the Department of the Army, FM 3-07, Stability Operations, 2008, pp 4-6 and 4-7. 
18  American Forces Press Service, 15 August 2010, ‘Afghanistan progress must be extended, Petraeus 
says’. See http://www.defense.gov//News/NewsArticle.aspx?ID=60443 (accessed 26 August 2010). 
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